The Concept:
The 1st WOMEN AND LEADERSHIP TRANSATLANTIC DIALOGUE is a cultural boundary-crossing event that will bring together a selected group of Women and Leadership expert practitioners, policy makers and academics from the two sides of the Atlantic. All participants are extensively engaged in the study and/or practice of women’s leadership and gender diversity in decision making in different professional realms and positions.

Dialogue Objectives:
The general purpose of the event is to discuss the key world trends and their impact for women’s access, action and effectiveness as leaders. Specifically, we will:
1. Identify and discuss the most important societal trends and opportunities that impact women as leaders.
2. Discuss best practices, academic findings, and opportunities based in participants’ own experiences and research that can enhance women’s access and effectiveness as leaders in the coming decades.

Expected Dialogue Outputs:
1. A shortlist of key societal trends and opportunities that will likely effect women as leaders in the coming two decades.
2. A shortlist of best practices, academic findings, and opportunities – based in participants’ own experiences and research – that can enhance women’s access and effectiveness as leaders.
3. A shortlist of inspiring game-changing texts or videos from participants' fields of expertise that might contribute to creating a common language/ground and cross-pollination of ideas.
4. A plan for future collaboration.
Agenda:
14:00: Networking coffee
14:30: Welcome & Introduction to the Dialogue
14:45: Icebreaker
15:00: Pre-Discussion survey results & key trends for women and leadership.
15:30: Working sessions
17:30-18:30: Conclusions of Dialogue & final drink

19:00: Optional Post-Discussion Networking: The Dialogue session, restricted to its 40 participants, will be followed by a networking event where participants can meet a broader group of 50 practitioners and scholars from key women’s networks in Brussels.

Practical Information:
Location of the dialogue:
The Quaker House, a beautiful “maison de maître” built in 1899.
Square Ambiorix 50, 1000 Brussels.

Location of the post-dialogue drink:
The Martin's Brussels EU Hotel.
Boulevard Charlemagne 80, 1000 Brussels.

Organisers
This event is co-organised by Redscope’s Women in Leadership Project, the International Leadership Association’s Women in Leadership Affinity Group (WLAG), the Sofia Foundation and the European Commission’s network LEAD@COMM.

Contact
WLTransatlanticDialogue@gmail.com
info@redscope-consulting.com